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The Village of Chauncey water system was originally a WPA project in 1942. The Chauncey water system does not contain any lead service lines. Lead service lines were legislatively banned
from 1930 to 1950. The Village of Chauncey had all of their water mains and service lines to the meters replaced in 2003 through 2004. It was found that all of the service lines were PVC, plastic,
or copper with a flared fitting at the meter. All of the service lines from the mains to the meters were replaced with PVC plastic. It is the homeowner's responsibility to install and maintain their
service line from the meter to the interior of the dwelling. In areas where The Village of Chauncey has extended service, previously installed service lines would not have existed. The customer
installs their own service line at the time the meter is placed by the Village of Chauncey.
Because it is practically impossible to determine the lead content of an installed fixture, fitting or pipe, it should be assumed that the manufacture or installation date is the primary indicator of the
lead content. Therefore, the characteristics of buildings and piping solder or fixtures would be buildings in Ohio built prior to 1998 or that use plumbing material or solder manufactured before
1998 may have materials with greater than 8% lead and are at a higher risk of contributing lead to the drinking water than materials manufactured after 1998. In addition, buildings built and
plumbing materials manufactured after 2014 were required to have less than 0.25% lead by weight and have the lowest risk for contributing lead to the drinking water. It should be noted however

